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Abstract. This study investigates the language contact between Tver Karelian and 
 Russian, attempting to provide a comprehensive overview of the lexicon of bilingual 
code. The methodology includes a combination of statistical analyses and handling con-
tact-induced change in terms of the Code-Copying Framework (=CCF). Nine interviews 
with nine people were conducted using the memory walk method. In code  copying, 
correlations were found between different word classes and contact-relatedness. In 
code alternation, few differences were found between different speakers and one com-
monality was the use of complex numerals as Russian phrases without adapting them 
into the Tver Karelian code. The findings confirm that the copies are of a certain kind 
and appear in certain word classes. Code alternation sequences suggest that, according 
to the CCF, the discourse rather than the language is mixed. The findings within CCF 
have implications on minority language policies, as the findings support the use of 
bilingual terminology.
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1. Introduction

Karelian in Tver Oblast, Russia is an endangered Finnic  language 
 variety belonging to the Finno-Ugric language group of Uralic 
 languages. In this article, Tver Karelian is studied from a lexical point 
of view. The lexicon of Tver Karelian has been studied along with other 
Karelian varieties, for example in the dictionaries of Karelian (KKS 
& Bubrih et al. 1997) and in Sarhimaa and Siilin (1994). The Tver 
 Karelian variety has been of interest to linguists since the 18th century 
as D. E. D. Europaeus did his first expeditions to study the enclave’s 
variety. In addition, Juho Kujola, A. A. Beljakov, G. N. Makarov and 
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A. V. Punžina collected data and studied Tver Karelian since the turn 
of the 19th century. (Virtaranta 1980: 100.) Pertti and Helmi Virtaranta 
did the most extensive work on Tver Karelian in the second half of the 
20th century. After the work of the Virtarantas, Tver Karelian has been 
studied in the 1990s (Sarhimaa & Siilin 1994) and it has attracted new 
interest starting in 2010 and onwards (e.g. Novak 2014, 2016, 2019, 
Oranen 2019, Uusitupa 2020, 2021, Kehayov et al. 2021).

Tver Karelian descends from the Southern Karelian dialect and was 
formed in the 17th century due to wars on the north-western border of 
Russia causing population shifts from the border of Sweden (currently 
Finland) and Russia (Virtaranta 1980: 94–97). Karelian persisted, sur-
rounded by the Russian language until the Soviet period, when strict 
language and assimilation policies resulted in growing bilingualism and 
language shift. In Russia’s 2010 census, the number of ethnic Karelians 
in Tver Oblast was 7,294 and only 2,750 of them reported Karelian 
as their mother tongue. By contrast, according to the Soviet census of 
1926, 140,567 speakers of Karelian lived in Tver Oblast at that time. 
(Laakso et al. 2016: 97.) Today, the remaining speakers of Tver Karelian 
are bilingual, also speaking Russian, and are middle-aged or older. In 
this article, bilingualism is defined according to Grosjean (2008: 13–14) 
as using two languages without assessing the speakers’ competence in 
the languages.

Avoiding bilingual speech in data collection used to be common in 
the research of Finno-Ugric languages and in European linguistics in 
general due to monolingual bias (Laakso et al. 2016: 1–6). Mono lingual 
bias is a term describing the general view in linguistics that mono-
lingualism is a norm, whereas bi- or multilingualism is always marked 
(Verschik 2008: 2). Because of monolingual bias, Russian influence, 
especially code alternation, was seen as the unwanted mixing of two 
languages. In this research, in order to avoid monolingual bias in the 
data collection, the memory walk method was employed. This method 
allows the informants to use their bilingual resources freely, without any 
further instructions or restrictions.

The data consist of nine interviews conducted in the autumn of 2018 
in six different villages in Tver Oblast, Russia: Klyčevoi, Seltsa,  Stuanu, 
Miikšinä, Zaluazina and Maksuatiha; the latter is a small town and the 
administrative centre of the district of Maksuatiha. The villages are 
in two different districts, Maksuatiha and Lihoslavlja. The areas were 
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 chosen to get a view on spoken Karelian in different places in the main 
areas of the Tver Karelian variety. Only the Karelian names of the vil-
lages and the districts are given in this article. Figure 1 illustrates the 
locations of the villages as well as the location of Tver Oblast in the 
Northern European context. Maksuatiha and Seltsa are situated north-
east from the area and do not show on the map.

Figure 1. Map of the Tver Karelian villages and the location of Tver Oblast in 
the Northern European context.
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Another attempt to avoid monolingual bias is to view Tver Karelian 
as a bilingual code. In order to study bilingual code and speech, the 
Code-Copying Framework (CCF) was employed to analyse all kinds of 
contact-induced changes, i.e., in traditional terms, borrowing and code-
switching of lexicon within the same framework. Among all Finno- 
Ugric languages, traditional lexical borrowing and code-switching (CS) 
have rarely been researched together within the same theoretical frame-
work. The study of lexical borrowing has concentrated on etymology 
(e.g.  Kalima 1952, Kallio 2006, Saarikivi 2009, Junttila 2015). Studies 
on code-switching have, on the other hand, focused on the  majority 
languages of the Finno-Ugric language group (e.g. Finnish-English 
CS: Halmari 2005, Estonian-Finnish CS: Praakli 2014), although 
some  studies on minority languages do exist (e.g. Karelian-Russian 
CS: Sarhimaa 1999, Erzya-Russian CS: Janurik 2017). More recently, 
 borrowing and code-switching in Finno-Ugric minority languages have 
been  studied from the point of view of multilingualism (e.g. Kovács 
&  Janurik 2018). In addition, CCF has been utilized in Finno-Ugric 
contexts (e.g. Verschik 2008, 2014, Kask 2019, 2021, Verschik & Kask 
2019, Tavi 2018, Tavi & Tavi 2019, 2021).

The aim of this study was to investigate all contact-induced phe-
nomena of lexicon together by using the CCF in order to provide an 
overview of the outcome of bilingualism in the lexicon of the Tver 
 Karelian code. The research questions were the following:
1)  Which lexical units are copied from Russian, and which are origi-

nally Karelian in the data?
2)  In addition to code-copying, what kind of code alternation appears 

in the data?
3)  Are contact-induced features common for the community or are they 

rather individual?

The article is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the CCF and 
its relation to the data of the study. Section 3 presents the data and the 
methods of the study. The analyses include statistical tests, which are 
presented in Section 4, and qualitative analysis according to the CCF, 
which is presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents the results 
and discusses their theoretical implications.
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2.  Code-copying and code alternation

Many studies have argued that borrowing and codeswitching are 
situated at different diachronic ends of the same phenomenon (e.g. 
 Kovács & Janurik 2018: 38–40). For example, one-word codeswitches 
may later conventionalize into loanwords (for an extensive overview 
of theories of borrowing and other contact-induced changes, see e.g. 
Verschik 2008: 49–58; for more information about code-switching in 
the context of borrowing and language change, see Backus 2005, 2010). 
In the context of Karelian-Russian bilingualism, some Russian lexical 
units are adapted to Karelian without any morphophonological clues. 
For example, Karelian has Russian particles such as a ‘well’, i ‘and, 
well’, da ‘and’, hot ~ hos ‘although’, for which alternatives of Karelian 
origin do not exist. These particles are part of an old, conven tionalized 
vocabulary in Karelian (Tavi & Tavi 2019: 406–408). Traditionally, 
morpho-phonological adaption is seen as a sign of conventionalization, 
i.e., distinguishing between a loanword and a codeswitch. In this article, 
it is demonstrated that adaption is not a sign of conventionalization by 
defining Russian global copies as nativized or non-nativized referring 
to their morpho-phonological adaption.

Many studies have suggested that it may not even be necessary to 
distinguish between borrowing and codeswitching (e.g. Frick, Grünthal 
& Praakli 2018: 168). The Code-Copying Framework (Johanson 
1993, 1998, 1999, 2002a, 2002b; in a Finno-Ugric context Verschik 
2008) even discards the terms borrowing and codeswitching, replacing 
them with the term “copy”. Within this framework, both synchronic 
(emergent) and diachronic (conventionalized) changes can be studied 
( Verschik 2008: 54–55). Thus, the traditional terms borrowing and 
code-switching are discarded in this study and the terms of CCF are 
utilized to describe contact-induced phenomena of lexicon.

According to the CCF, language varieties in contact are called codes. 
The model code is the language from which the elements are copied 
(here Russian), and the basic code is the language into which the  copies 
are accommodated (here Karelian). Within the framework, there are 
three types of copies: global, selective, and mixed (for further descrip-
tions of the types of copies, see Johanson 1998: 327–331, 2002a: 291–
292, Verschik 2008: 54, 61–62). Global copying means accommodation 
of the foreign blocks into the frame of basic code. Global copies include 
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all properties, i.e., material, semantic, combinational and frequential 
properties of the copied item inserted into the basic code. They may be 
simple, i.e., morphologically simple word stems such as the particles 
mentioned above, or derived or complex words, such as compounds or 
several words that together form an expression, i.e., multiword units. An 
example of this is dačnik-susieda ‘a cottage-neighbour, a neighbour that 
uses his/her house only as a cottage’ (Stuanu1). In this study, the divi-
sion of simple and complex global copies is extended to include mixed 
copies that are lexical and, as lexical units, similar to lexical global 
 copies. The extension is made to cover all data in the statistical analyses.

Selective copying refers to copying onto units of the basic code. 
 Selective copying includes copying only some of the properties of the 
foreign blocks. For example, changes in word order are selectively 
 copied from the Russian model into Karelian (see Tavi & Tavi 2022: 695 
and its references). Selective copying concerns often grammar in Kare-
lian context and is thus not dealt here. Mixed copying, in turn, combines 
the processes of global and selective copying. For  example, Karelian 
prowords include mixed copies, as the Russian negative  particle ni is 
copied globally to original words such as midä ‘what’ and kedä ‘who’, 
forming the negative prowords nimidä ‘nothing’ and nikedä ‘no-one’. 
The meanings are also copied from Russian: nečego ‘nothing’, nekogo 
‘no-one’. These types of pronouns are old, conventionalized copies in 
Karelian.

In CCF, the non-monolingual discourse is called code interaction. 
Code interaction can be further divided into code-copying, which is 
always insertional as described above, and code alternation (CA), 
which is switching the code during the discourse, i.e., a sequence 
 spoken  according to the model code that emerges during the conver-
sation  (Johanson 1998: 39) as in Example 1.1 Furthermore, CA can be 
divided into intraclausal and extraclausal sequences. Intraclausal alter-
nation is phrase-like, representing sequences often without predication 

1 The examples of the data are transcribed roughly according to FU transcription. In the 
transcription of Russian sequences, the model of the standard Russian has been utilised 
as the dialect spoken in Tver Oblast is Central Russian dialect on which the standard 
Russian is based. The examples are glossed according to the Leipzig glossing rules. For 
instance, sequences spoken in other codes than the basic code are capitalized. In addi-
tion, bolding has been used to refer to a certain part of the example if needed for the 
analysis.
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( Example 1), whereas extraclausal alternation is sentence-like, repre-
senting-sequences often with predication (Example 2).

(1) Pertti on miu-la šuuri I NOV-YJ
 home be.3sg I-adess big and new-m
 NOV-YIJ DOM.  BOL’Š-OJ NOV-YIJ DOM.
 new-m house  big-m new-m house
 I have a big house and a new, new house. A big, new house. [Miiksinä1.]

(2) EXCUSE ME. Myö randaze-s kača-mma.
 excuse me we door step-ela look-1pl
 IZ KRAJOŠK-U POSMOTR-IM.
 from border-acc look-1pl
 ‘Excuse me. We will take a look from the doorstep.’ [Maksuatiha1.]

According to Johanson, CA is “a switching between two basic codes 
yielding a ‘mixed discourse’” (1999: 55). Therefore, it is suggested that 
the language is not mixed and that the copies are not external elements 
in the language. This view may be useful to guide the ideologies of the 
researchers and speakers of minority languages towards accepting bilin-
gualism and its resources in the speech instead of the restrictive views 
of monolingually biased language ideologies.

3.  Memory walk, lexical data, and methods

A memory walk is a data collection method used in cultural studies 
to research especially sensory memory, i.e., remembering the smells 
and sounds of childhood or youth (see Järviluoma 2016). The method 
aims to focus on the personal past of the informant rather than on the 
common narrative’s point of view in the past (ibid. 200). The memory 
walk method can briefly be summarized in the following three points 
(ibid. 191):
1)  Ask informant(s) to choose a personal, meaningful path from the 

past. 
2)  Instruct the informant(s) to walk along the chosen path and to talk 

about the smells and sounds of the past.
3)  Record the discussion.
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In this paper, the basic idea of this method is copied from  cultural 
studies and accommodated into a linguistic fieldwork. For lexical 
 research on the bilingualism of an endangered language, the  memory 
walk method is, to the author’s knowledge, a novel approach. The 
 method is used with the aim of avoiding monolingual bias  corresponding 
to common narratives in cultural studies.

The nine informants of the study were chosen randomly from a group 
of Karelian speaking volunteers. They were informed that they would 
be interviewed in Karelian about the life in the villages while walking 
around. This information was given to them in Russian and in Karelian. 
The informants were asked to guide the interviewers in the village and 
to describe it while walking. Also, the informants’ personal past and 
present, as well as the Karelian language, were topics. The interviews 
were recorded with a GoPro camera which the informant was wearing 
on a vest. The camera records speech as well as what the informant is 
looking and pointing at when speaking, which is illustrated in Figure 2, 
a still image of one of the interviews with an informant presenting old, 
displayed tools in her home.

Figure 2. A still of one the interview video recordings conducted with the 
memory walk method.
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Data from the nine interviews differ from each other slightly, as the 
informants were free to choose their own paths. Table 1 illustrates the 
interview data, the informant and his/her village, district and gender as 
well as the duration of the interview. Table 1 also illustrates the lexical 
data, i.e., how many word tokens occur in each interview and how many 
lexical units and CA sequences appear in the speech of each informant.

The collected video data were transcribed with the ELAN program 
(ELAN 2019) to text files that were transferred to the Atlas.ti program 
(Atlas.ti 2020), where the entire 17,915-word data set was coded based 
on four criteria for nouns and three for other word classes. The first 
criterion was to code the data into word classes. For example, the word 
krolikat ‘rabbits’ (Zaluazina1) is a noun. The word class division of this 
study is based on descriptive Finnish grammar (= ISK 2004), which is 
possible because Finnish is a close cognate language of Karelian and 
they share most grammatical features. In addition, Karelian has less 
detailed grammars compared to ISK, which further supports the use of 
Finnish grammar.

The second criterion was to code the units as either simple or 
 complex lexical units. In this study, each lexical item is called a lexical 
unit (LU) and each LU refers to one referent or meaning. Simple units 
are basic words such as the example word krolikat ‘rabbits’ that was 
given above, whereas complex units may be compounds such as the 
noun dačnik-susieda ‘a cottage-neighbour’ or multiword expressions, 
for example odinastoi janvarja ‘the eleventh of January’ (Klyčevoi1). 
In addition, CA sequences spoken in Russian were coded according to 
the sequence type, i.e., sentence- or phrase-like speech (see Examples 1 
and 2 in Section 2).

The third criterion is to code the LUs into groups describing  contact- 
relatedness: original Karelian, for example, lehmä, ‘cow’, nativized Rus-
sian, i.e., units that show morpho-phonological accommodation to the 
basic code, such as krolikat, or non-nativized Russian LUs, i.e., units 
that do not show any morpho-phonological adaption but are syntacti-
cally or grammatically accommodated into the basic code, such as 
mešali ‘messed, mixed’ (see Example 8 in Section 5.1). Defining Rus-
sian global copies either nativized or non-nativized is used to discuss 
the degree conventionalization of the lexical items.

http://Atlas.ti
http://Atlas.ti
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The fourth criterion includes only nouns that are also coded accord-
ing to the semantic group of the word; for example, the nouns  kroli kat 
and lehmä are coded as animal. The semantic groups consist of 14 
occur ring topics in interviews regarding the environment and people 
in the Karelian villages. The coding strategies resulted in 97 different 
codes; for example, the code for krolikat is a simple nativized Russian 
noun animal. From these codes, three are excluded from this paper: the 
names of the interviewers, stutters and other small sounds during the in-
terview, and one phrase produced in English (excuse me in Example 2).

The analysis of the lexical data consists of, firstly, statistical  analyses 
and, secondly, analyses of the statistical findings within the CCF. First, 
two different statistical analyses were conducted with the data: The Chi 
Square test on all word classes and Fisher’s exact test of inde pendences 
on the CA sequences. All the statistical tests were conducted, and plots 
were drawn with the R program (R Core Team 2017). The Chi Square 
test was used to test the independencies between word classes and 
the groups of contact-relatedness of the LUs. The Fisher’s exact test 
of independencies tests the independencies of the CA types between 
the speakers. The test aims to conclude whether the CA sequences are 
common for the code or are individual occurrences. Secondly, the inde-
pendencies between word classes and the contact-relatedness of the LUs 
in addition to interspeaker variation of CA were analysed qualitatively 
within the CCF.

4. Statistical analyses

This Section introduces the results of the statistical analyses of the 
lexical units (Section 4.1) and the code alternation sequences (Section 
4.2).

4.1.  The relationship between word classes  
and contact-related groups

The analysis was constructed as follows: All codes created with 
Atlas.ti (Atlas.ti 2020) were exported as two contingency tables. First, 
all speakers’ codes referring to simple and complex LUs were united 
and divided according to the word classes. In the contingency tables, 

http://Atlas.ti
http://Atlas.ti
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the word classes are presented in relation to the groups describing the 
contact-related features of the LUs, i.e., Karelian, nativized  Russian and 
non-nativized Russian groups. The contingency tables with the frequen-
cies of the LUs were imported to the R program (R Core Team 2017). 
Differences between the speakers were checked by com paring the per-
centages that each word class formed in the contact cate gories. No major 
differences were detected. Therefore, all the speakers’ LUs in each 
 category were summed. The resulting data are presented in  Figure 3, 
which is a balloon plot of a contingency table, in which the size of each 
balloon describes the relative magnitude of the corre sponding compo-
nent. For example, verbs and Karelian having a large dot refers to the 
fact that most verbs are of Karelian origin, not Russian origin.

11002  2045  3024

 4295

 3501

 2982

 2881

 1585

  527

  300

16071

Karelian Nativized Russian Non-nativized Russian

Verbs

Nouns

Prowords

Particles

Adverbs

Adjectives

Numerals

y

x

3774  387  134

1778 1511  212

2859   50   73

 783    0 2098

1127    8  450

 405   88   34

 276    1   23

Word classes

Figure 3. A balloon plot of the frequencies of all lexical units by word classes 
in the contact-related groups.

The independences of word classes between the three contact-related 
groups were tested with the Chi Square test of independence. The null 
hypothesis was that the proportions of the word classes are equal in all 
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three groups. The test showed that there is a statistically significant dif-
ference between some or all of the proportions of the word classes in the 
contact-related groups (X-squared = 11,003, df = 12, p-value < 0.001). 
Thus, the null hypothesis was rejected. In order to compare which pro-
portions of word classes in the contact-related groups are statistically 
significant, the residuals of the Chi Square test were compared. Figure 
4 shows the residuals and the degree of correlation between all the cells 
demonstrated in Figure 3. In Figure 4, a white dot shows a positive 
and a black dot a negative correlation. The larger the dot, the stronger 
the correlation. Correlation is expressed in the right side of the figure. 
66.83 is the highest positive value of a residual and –26.73 is the  lowest 
value of a residual. Positive values show positive correlation and, corre-
spondingly, negative values show negative correlation. Residual values 
between 2 and -2 show no correlation between the tested word classes 
and contact-related groups.
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Figure 4. A correlation plot describ-
ing the correlation of residual values 
between the groups tested with Chi 
Square.
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As Figure 4 shows, there is a strong positive correlation between 
verbs and the Karelian group, between nouns and the nativized  Russian 
group, between prowords and the Karelian group, and between par-
ticles and the non-nativized Russian group. Correspondingly, these 
word classes show strong negative correlation in other contact- related 
categories. The results indicate that the word classes are  dependent 
on the contact-related groups, which indicates that Tver Karelian has 
 coherence with what is copied from Russian, rather than arbitrary 
 copying. In other words, the verbs are likely to be original Karelian. 
The word class of nouns is more open to Russian global copies that are 
nativized or accommodated into the basic code. Some prowords have 
developed via mixed copying, which is an indication of the high inten-
sity of the contacts between the two languages. Tver Karelian particles, 
in turn, are likely to be non-nativized Russian global copies, which is 
due to old bilingualism as particles often are copied in bilingual speech 
from the pragmatically dominant code (e.g. Matras 2000). These results 
are further analysed in Section 5.

4.2. Code alternation sequences and interspeaker variation

The model code’s sentence- and phrase-like sequences are not in-
corporated morphologically or syntactically into the basic code. In the 
Code-Copying Framework these sequences are classified as code alter-
nation. Code alternation also appears in the speech of Tver Karelians. 
All codes created with Atlas.ti marking sentence- or phrase-like CA 
sequences of each speaker were exported as a contingency table to the 
R program. Figure 5 illustrates the absolute frequencies of the two CA 
types as used by the speakers.

Due to the low frequencies of the CA sequences for each  speaker, 
Fisher’s Exact Test of independence (for Count Data hybrid in the R pro-
gram) was applied to test the relationship between the  speakers and the 
two types of CA sequences. The null hypothesis was that the  speakers’ 
proportions of CA were equal between the two types. The  p-value of the 
test was statistically significant (exp=5, perc=80, Emin=1, p < 0.001). 
Thus, the null hypothesis was rejected. To see which pairs of the speak-
ers and CA types have statistically significant differences, Fisher’s mul-
ticomparison was conducted as a post hoc test (R program, RVAide-
Memoire package, p.method=Bonferroni). The  multi comparison test 

http://Atlas.ti
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gives separate p-values for all speaker comparisons. Speaker  Miiksinä1’s 
proportions of the two types of CA differ statisti cally from every 
speaker except Maksuatiha1 (p-value < 0.05). Furthermore, speaker   
Maksuatiha1’s proportions of the two types of CA differ statistically 
from speakers Klyčevoi1 and Stuanu2 (p-value < 0.05).
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Figure 5. A bar plot of code alternation by the speakers.

The speaker Miiksinä1 differs in her use of the two CA types from 
most of the speakers because she talked to a shopkeeper in Russian 
during the memory walk and had difficulties speaking in Karelian to 
the interviewers (see Example 3). The sequences Miiksinä1 used are 
sentence-like. The speakers often differentiated these code alternation 
sequences from other parts of speech. An example of using Russian 
sentence-like sequences is from the end of one memory walk: the inter-
viewers thanked the informant who in turn commented on her use of the 
Karelian language (Example 3).

(3) IZVINJA-JU-S’ NE OČEN’ HOROŠO KONEČNO
 apologize-1sg-refl not very well indeed
 VLADE-JU  JAZYK-OM. Nu maltt-ua malta-n, da.
 master-1sg  language-instr well understand-inf can-1sg yes.
 A pagiš-ša ka ošibka-t, ošibka-t. Tak.
 but speak-inf well mistake-pl mistake-pl well
 ‘I apologize, I do not speak the language very well. Well, I understand, 

yes. But to speak, well, mistakes, mistakes. Well.’ [Miiksinä1.]
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These kinds of code alternation sequences can be defined as meta 
sequences which reflect the fact that Russian is a pragmatically stronger 
code for the bilingual informant. The speaker Maksuatiha1 is the only 
one in addition to Miiksinä1 who used sentence-like CA more than 
phrase-like CA. Maksuatiha1 works in education in a Karelian context 
and may therefore be more conscious of using CA in her speech, as she 
uses both types very rarely in contrast to Miiksinä1. Otherwise, phrase-
like CA is more common in the data.

Studies on codeswitching in Uralic languages report interspeaker 
variation in the appearance of the codeswitches (Kovács & Janurik 
2018: 23). Contingently, when studying CA, interspeaker variation 
 occurs less than when studying CS. This is probably due to most inser-
tional codeswitches being classified as global copies. There seems to 
be some sort of convention for example on using numerals and their 
modificands as CA. In the data, variation arises from meta speech and 
side conversations with outsiders during the interview.

5.  The analysis of contact-related lexical units  
and code alternation in Tver Karelian within the CCF

This Section discusses the contact phenomena of the lexicon on the 
basis of the results of the statistical analyses presented in Section 4. 
As is already mentioned, the calculations of the word classes include 
simple and complex lexical units as global copies, and they are divided 
in such a manner in the Code-Copying Framework (see Section 2). The 
contact phenomena in word classes, i.e., global copying, are presented 
in Sections 5.1–5.5  and, in addition, some cases of mixed copies are 
discussed in Section 5.3. Interspeaker variation did not exist between 
the contact-related groups of word classes which indicates that the 
memory walk method of data collection provided quite a cohesive data 
set from the nine speakers. On the contrary, interspeaker variation  exists 
to some extent in the types of code alternation. The code alternation 
consists of sentence- and phrase-like Russian sequences that are not 
accommodated into the Karelian code. There are, however, similari-
ties in the contents and functions of the CA sequences and the inter-
speaker variation concerned mostly two of the speakers. Consequently, 
cohesive ness is also expected to appear among CA. CA sequences are 
discussed in Section 5.6.
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5.1.  Verbs

According to the data, the most common word class of the LUs is 
verbs. Nominals have more occurring types of words, but they are used 
less frequently in the data than the common verbs such as Karelian’s 
copula and negation. Due to negation being a form of the verb (Example 
4) and Karelian having a copula in the present tense (Example 5), unlike 
Russian, this word class has mostly original Karelian LUs.

(4) Tiijä-tte šuarnas-ta? Et-te tii-jä šuarna-.
 know-2pl story-part not-2pl know-cng story
 Et-te  tii-jä, da.
 not-2pl know-cng yes
 ‘Do you know the story? You don’t know the story-. You don’t know, ok.’ 

[Maksuatiha1.]

(5) Tämä on šoppi, da.
 this be.3sg kitchen yes.
 ‘This is the kitchen, yes.’ [Klyčevoi1.]

In addition, the informants use nativized and non-nativized Russian 
verbs. For example, nativized Russian verbs often describe actions that 
originate from Russian society. The verbs are related to, for example, 
building (Example 6) and administration (Example 7). In Example 7, 
the nativized Russian verb describes abstract movement and has a non-
nativized Russian profession as a supplement.

(6) Tämä on kaik ka kolhoza-s stroit-tu.
 this be.3sg all well kolkhoz-iness build-pass.pst.ptcp
 ‘Well all this is built in the Kolkhoz.’ [Stuanu2.]

(7) A jälgehen öö ol-dih vybora-t vybora-t
 well after mm be-pass.pst.pl election-pl election-pl
 i uij-i-n glavn- NA GLAV-U.
 and leave-pst-1sg head- to head-acc
 ‘Well, after mm there were the elections, and I became the head.’ 

[Seltsa1.]

http://be-pass.pst.pl
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Non-nativized Russian verbs mostly occur alone in speech and 
are syntactically and semantically adapted but in a Russian form 
( Example 8). The verb in Example 8 could be defined as an insertional 
codeswitch in traditional terms, but here it is not differentiated from 
other global copies. It does not modify the basic code, i.e., the com-
plement of the verb is in genitive case as if the verb would have been 
originally Karelian or accommodated into the Karelian inflectional 
 morphology.

(8) Ei ole meša-li miu-n ver-da.
 not.3sg be.cng mess-pst.pl I-gen blood-part
 Mie ole-n čisto karielane.
 I be-1sg purely Karelian.
 ‘My blood has not been mixed. I am purely Karelian.’ [Stuanu1.]

The verbs seem to have a certain consistency with respect to what 
are original Karelian and what are nativized Russian: Original Karelian 
verbs are either verbs having the basic syntactic functions or concrete 
semantics and nativized Russian verbs have often abstract semantics or 
they are culture-specific. On the other hand, the non-nativized  Russian 
verbs may have concrete and abstract semantics. The non-nativized 
Russian verbs, in turn, belong to the bilinguals’ repertoire and are 
syntacti cally accommodable to the basic code as they do not modify 
the basic code, rather they seem elements that the basic code can be 
embedded with. This supports the idea of global copying rather than 
switching a code mid-sentence. The CCF offers explanations on the 
accommodations of Russian verbs into the Karelian code. In this case, 
the division into the contact-related groups reflects mostly the history of 
the language contacts: nativized Russian verbs reflect the innovations of 
the more prestigious society, whereas the non-nativized Russian verbs 
reflect the bilingualism of individuals and their resources in a discourse.

5.2. Nouns

Nouns are the second most common word class according to the 
occur rence of the LUs of the data. A total of 14 different semantic 
groups of nouns (see Section 3 for the formation of these groups) occur 
in the memory walk data. The groups refer to referents that are named 

http://mess-pst.pl
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during the memory walks in the village. The groups are construc tions 
(houses, fences, etc.), people (family members, neighbours, etc.), 
 village and yard (names of the villages and their parts, natural objects 
such as the river found in the village, etc.), edibles (food of the people 
and animals, plants), utensils (concrete tools and more abstract things 
such as paperwork), names (people and place names, not including the 
inter viewers’ names), animals, abstract (words with meanings such as 
‘life’ or ‘work’), date, etc. (words describing date, time, weather and 
measures), organization and profession (names of these referents), 
plants (non-edibles), cars (includes for instance tractors), body parts and 
events (parties, etc.).  In Figure 6, a balloon plot illustrates the distribu-
tion of the 14 semantic groups of nouns into the contact-related groups.
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Figure 6. A balloon plot illustrating the distribution of the semantic groups of 
nouns in relation to the contact-related groups.
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As can be seen from Figure 6, in the distribution of the nouns into 
the contact-related groups, Karelian and nativized Russian are more 
 common groups than non-nativized Russian as the bigger dots sug-
gest higher correlation. This may be because of the environment of the 
 memory walks: the villages are the primary area where the Karelian 
 language is used, which is reflected in the vocabulary used by the infor-
mants when describing the environment and the Karelian village, as 
the environment of the interview may have enhanced the use of the 
original Karelian words. Only the semantic group of organization and 
pro fession has more words in the groups of nativized and non- nativized 
Russian words than in the Karelian group (see Example 6:  vyborat 
‘elections’ as a nativized Russian LU and na glavu ‘[become] the head’ 
as non- nativized Russian LU). Pragmatics explains this feature, as 
Tver  Karelians are a part of Russian society but the use of Karelian is 
 limited in professional life. However, recently, the use of Karelian in 
pro fessional life has increased (Karjalainen et al. 2013: 37, 59, see also 
Kovaleva 2006).

Words referring to buildings, houses, rooms and other referents 
constructed by people are almost equally either original Karelian or 
 nativized Russian LUs. For example, the name for a living room šuuri 
puoli (Seltsa1) is an original Karelian compound (‘large+side’). The part 
of a Karelian house where animals were kept, liävä (‘a barn, a cowshed, 
a sheepfold’, Klyčevoi1) is an old Russian global copy (< hlev) that is 
established in all Karelian dialects and in other Finnic languages such 
as the Finnish läävä. Words meaning home and cottage are the original 
Karelian kodi and pertti. All informants use both words repeatedly.

There seems to be some sort of coherence with regard to which 
refe rents are expressed using an original Karelian word and which are 
 expressed using the nativized Russian word. Many basic meanings, i.e., 
simple everyday referents of the Karelian environment have Karelian 
words. Conversely, nouns with culture-specific, more complex referents 
are nativized Russian global copies. Often the appearance of nativized 
Russian lexical units can be explained by the sociohistorical factors 
of the language contact: the innovations have also been introduced to 
Karelians via Russian culture. In addition, the culture of Karelians and 
Russian is largely common which is a result of long and intense contacts 
(see Sarhimaa 1995).
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5.3. Prowords, particles and adverbs

In ISK, all pronouns, question words, etc., with human referents 
are defined as prowords (ISK 2004: § 713). According to the statistical 
analysis, prowords have a strong dependence on the original Karelian 
group. In the data, for example, the first and second plural pronouns in 
Examples 9 and 10, and the prowords with meanings ‘this’, ‘there’ and 
‘what’ in Example 10 are originally Karelian, and in fact common for 
the Finnish language as well.

(9) Ka täššä mei-jän jogi. Jogi. Ka, on.
 well here we-gen river river well be.3sg
 Ozuta-n tei-llä joje-n, aštu-kkua.
 show-1sg you-adess river-gen step-imp.2pl
 ’Well here our river, river, well, is. I show you the river, come.’ [Stuanu1.]

(10) Veräjäine da. Tämä pikkaraine šielä veräjäine.
 gate yes this small there gate
 Vot, nu midä vielä tei-le  šan-uo.
 well well what else you-allat say-inf
 ‘A gate yes. This little gate there. Well, well, what else to say to you?’ 

[Zaluazina1.]

Moreover, Russian has been the model for prowords with negation, 
as Karelian varieties have developed mixed copies with the Russian 
model and the Russian participle expressing the negation. An example 
of a mixed proword is provided in Section 2 (nimidä ‘nothing’ < Rus. 
nečego ‘nothing’). In this study, prowords that are mixed copies are 
defined in the division of the contact-relatedness as nativized Russian 
LUs, because mixing indicates more complex accommodation of the 
LUs to the basic code and for the purpose of including them in the sta-
tistical analyses.

As Figures 3 and 4 (Section 4.1) illustrate, most particles are non-
nativized Russian global copies. Examples of these kinds of particles 
are given in Examples 11 (nu ‘well’, I ‘and’) and 12 (da ‘yes’, i ‘and’). 
Only a few particles such as ka ‘well’ (see Example 11) are originally 
Karelian in the data. The particles in Examples 11 and 12 have the syn-
tactic functions of conjunctions and discourse particles. Especially the 
function of discourse particles explains why these LUs are copied: in the 
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speech of bilingual individuals, discourse particles often come from the 
pragmatically dominant language (Matras 2000: 506–511). In Karelian, 
the conventionalization of the Russian particles indicates that Karelian-
Russian bilingualism is an old, conventionalized phenomenon (see also 
Tavi & Tavi 2019).

(11) Ka käzipaika-t. Käzipaika-t. Nu i sundukka.
 well towel-pl towel-pl well and chest
 ‘Well, towels. Towels. Well and a chest.’ [Seltsa1.]

(12) Sygyžy, da, sygyžy on šoma, da. I, i
 autumn yes autumn be.3sg pretty yes and and
 lämmin, da.
 warm yes
 ‘Autumn, yes, autumn is pretty, yes. And, and warm, yes.’ [Miiksinä1.]

Like particles, adverbs are mostly non-nativized Russian global 
 copies. In the statistical analysis, adverbs showed negative  dependence 
on nativized Russian and positive dependence on Karelian and non- 
nativized Russian, which supports the fact that adverbs behave similarly 
to particles. Examples 13 and 14 demonstrate the use of the non- nativized 
Russian adverbs dal’š’e ‘further’ and nagole (northern dialects of Rus-
sian, see Sarhimaa & Siilin 1994: 273) ‘always’. In Example 13, original 
Karelian adverbs also occur: jo ‘already’ and ylen ‘very’ are typical for 
all informants. In Example 15, adverbs referring to time are used. The 
word čas ‘now’ is a non-nativized Russian global copy and jällest ‘after’ 
is an original Karelian word. An original Karelian word for ‘now’ nyt 
also exists and was used along with čas by most of the infor mants. The 
use of these adverbs could also be described as congruent lexicalization 
(Muysken 1997), as they can be retrieved from either of the codes. This 
indicates the codes have similar structures at least from the bilingual 
individual’s point of view. The similarities have developed during long 
and intense contacts between the languages (Sarhimaa 1995).

(13) Dal’š’e, käzipaika-t.
 further towel-pl
 Nämä käzipaika-t olla-h jo ylen vahna-t.
 these towel-pl be-3pl already very old-pl
 ‘Furthermore, towels. These towels are already very old.’ [Seltsa1.]
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(14) Nu nämä käzipaika-t tože olla-h vesma šoma-t i
 well these towel-pl also be-3pl very pretty-pl and
 hei-dä piett-i-h nagole i ruškie-š ugla-s
 they-part keep-pst-3pl always well red-iness corner- iness
 ‘Well, these towels also are very pretty and they were always kept, well, 

in the red corner.’ [Seltsa1.]

(15) Čas	 läht-öy, mei-jän jälle-st läht-öy.
 now leave-3sg we-gen after-elat leave-3sg
 ‘[It] leaves now, [it] leaves after us.’ [Klyčevoi2.]

In contrast to nouns and verbs, in the word classes of particles and 
adverbs, non-nativized Russian lexical units are more common and 
the words are conventionalized in the Karelian language which is an 
 indication that the morpho-phonological nativization does not itself 
 reveal anything about the status of conventionalization of the LUs. 
Inte restingly, despite the mixed copies, most prowords are originally 
 Karelian and the word class seems not to be as prone to copying as 
particles and adverbs. These findings are in accordance with the statis-
tical analysis, which showed strong dependencies between prowords 
and original Karelian and particles and non-nativized Russian. Adverbs 
showed negative dependency with nativized Russian, which means 
most adverbs are either original or non-nativized Russian LUs. Thus, as 
a word class, they in some cases behave similarly to particles that have 
global copies from Russian used as bilingual resources.

5.4. Adjectives

Within the word class of adjectives, the statistical analysis did 
not show any strong correlation with the contact-related groups. The 
 observations on the data showed that often the original Karelian words 
for colours are used, for example when describing the autumn colours 
of a certain tree (Example 16). Also, basic adjectives meaning young 
and old, including the comparative forms (Example 17), and small and 
large are original Karelian LUs. Thus, adjectives with basic meanings 
are often of Karelian origin.
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(16) Hyö olla-h ka v osen-ju ylen šoma-t.
 they be-3pl well in autumn-acc very beautiful-pl
 Ka mečä-s hiän on keldaine sitten ruskie.
 well forest-iness (s)he be-3sg yellow then red.
 ‘They [the certain kind of trees] are very beautiful in the autumn. Well, in 

the forest, it is yellow, then red.’ [Klyčevoi2.]

(17) Kirikkö. da, on vahna. Nu ka on i uuzi.
 church yes be.3sg old well so be.3sg and new
 Kirikkö da. Vahne-mbi tämä. a tua nuore-mbi.
 church yes older-compv this but that younger-compv
 ‘The church, yes, is old. Well, also there is a new one. A church yes. This 

one is older and that one younger.’ [Miiksinä1.]

Some adjectives are copied from Russian as well. The main nativiza-
tion strategy of Russian adjectives is use of the adjectives in the form 
ending with -oi (see Example 18). In Russian, -oi is in some cases the 
ending of the masculine form of the nominative case, but it is also a 
common form in many cases of the conjugation of adjectives. Thus, the 
reason for the copiability of the form may be frequential.

(18) Heinä. Iskusstvennoi heinä.
 hay artificial hay
 ‘[That is] hay, artificial hay.’ [Maksuatiha1.]

(19) Ka vesi čist-aja	 mittuine da.
 well water pure-f what kind yes
 ‘Well, the water is pure, that kind, yes.’ [Miiksinä2.]

Non-nativized Russian adjectives occur in the data more rarely than 
nativized Russian and Karelian adjectives. In Example 19, the non-  
nativized Russian adjective čistaja is in the nominative singular form. 
The adjective has the feminine gender because of its referent vesi 
‘water’, which is in Russian vodá and has the feminine gender. This 
example illustrates well the bilingual resources of the speakers: even 
original Karelian words may be declined according to the Russian gen-
der categories.

To conclude, the word class of adjectives seems to consist mostly 
of Karelian LUs. This may be because many of the adjectives used to 
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 describe the environment are simple or basic according to their seman
tics, such as colours, size and age. When the semantics of adjectives 
reflect new innovations such as in Example 18, the adjective is  copied 
from Russian. Traces of the bilingual cognition of the speakers can also 
be found among adjectives as sometimes even the Russian gender cate
gory of a noun may be indicated in the global copy even though the 
noun is a Karelian word as in Example 19. This is an indication of 
structural change or selective copying of gender categories at least on 
the individual level.

5.5. Numerals

Generally, in a bilingual situation of a FinnoUgric language and 
Russian (e.g. Kovács & Janurik 2018: 47–49), the first numerals are 
original and the higher the numeral, the more likely it is to be copied 
from the pragmatically dominant code, i.e. Russian. This is also true in 
the case of Tver Karelian. In Example 20, the informant uses Karelian 
numerals from one to three to describe the number of her grandchildren. 
The modificands of the numerals are conjugated correctly in partitive 
singular form.

(20) Vunuka-t. miu-l on ka tyttäre-llä
 grandchildpl Iadess be.3sg well daughter-adess
 kakši tyttös-tä  i poijja-la tyttöne.
 two girlpart and sonadess girl
 Kolm vunukku-a on. Da, da.
 three grandchildpart be.3sg yes yes
 ‘Grandchildren. I have, well, [my] daughter has two girls and son has a 

girl. There are three grandchildren. Yeah, yeah.’ [Klyčevoi1.]

Pragmatics explain the use of original words for lower  numerals: the 
lower numerals are basic and in everyday use in the villages,  whereas 
higher numerals and dates are learned in Russian schools and used in 
mathematics and other domains of life where Karelian  language is not 
used. Thus, the difficulties in expressing original  numerals emerge 
after the number five, depending on the speaker. In Example 21, the 
 hesi tations associated with using the correct numeral (six or five) are 
 bolded. Because of the difficulties, many speakers also use simple 
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 Russian numerals, which attract other Russian LUs, and the  resulting 
 expression is a phrase-like CA sequence which are analysed in 
 Section 5.6.

(21) A	 miu-la	 on	 čikko,
 well I-adess be.3sg sister
 hiän mladš’e milma NA ŠEST’ LET, kuin tämä
 she younger I.part prep six year.pl how this
 lie-u,  viizi, kuuzi, kuu- vot, let, da.
 become3sg  five six six- well year.pl yes
 ’Well, I have a sister, she [is] younger than me, by six, how this will be, 

five, six, six well, years, yes.’ [Miiksinä2.]

To conclude, the distribution of the numerals to the contactrelated 
groups depends on whether the LUs are simple or complex, and how 
high the numerals are on the numerical scale. These factors do not show 
in the statistical analysis, and as numerals they are rarely used in the 
data and complex numerals are produced in Russian in phraselike units 
as they attract more linguistic units from the model code along with 
them. Thus, most occasions of complex numerals are classified as CA 
in this study.

5.6. Code alternation

In the data, two types of CA exist: extra- and intra-clausal CA 
 sequences. The first CA type is sentence-like sequences in Russian 
 spoken within the Karelian discourse. The speakers often dif erentiate 
these CA sequences from other parts of speech and the sequences 
often reflect meta text function, for example speaking to oneself. In 
 Example 22, the informant proposes that the interviewers take a photo
graph of her and her husband at the end of the interview. Her husband 
seems to be reluctant, which causes the informant to say to herself in 
Russian that the host does not want [to be photographed]. These kinds 
of code alternation sequences can be defined as meta sequences which 
reflect the fact that Russian is a pragmatically stronger code (see e.g. 
Matras 2000) for the bilingual informant. Sequences with meta text 
function are common among code alternation in the data.

http://year.pl
http://year.pl
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(22) Snimi-kkiä minu-u. ID-I. NE HOČE-T HOZJAJN.
 film-imp.2pl I-part come-imp.2sg not want-3sg host
 ‘Film me. Come. The host does not want to.’ [Zaluazina1.]

The second type of CA is a Russian phrase-like sequence with no 
single referent produced in the middle of a Karelian sentence or clause. 
As in the case of the first type, the second one also emerges from the 
pragmatic needs of the speaker. Many of the CA sequences in this type 
are complex expressions containing high or complex numerals (see 
 Example 23). The bilingual production of numerals is often described 
as codeswitching and is explained by pragmatic reasons in the context 
of Finno-Ugric minority languages spoken in Russia (Kovács & Janurik 
2018: 47). The speakers of these languages have received education 
mostly in Russian, which has led to the fact that many bilinguals have 
not even learned the high or complex numerals in the minority lan-
guage. In addition, these kinds of numerals are not common in the daily 
domains where the minority languages are used. Thus, expressing the 
date, for example, is often produced in Russian as in Example 23.

(23) Mie ole-n šyndy-n talve-lla. ODINAST-OI
 I be-1sg born-act.pst.ptcp winter-adess eleven-th
 JANVAR-JA PJAT’DESJAT’ VOS’M-OM GOD-A.
 January-gen  fifty eigh-th year-gen
 Miu-l, ka, lie-u
 I-adess well become-3sg
 V JANVAR-E jo ŠESTDESJAT’ ODIN GOD.
 in January-prep already sixty-one year
 ’I was born in winter. The eleventh of January in the year fifty-eight. In 

January, I will, well, already be a sixty-one year-old.’ [Klyčevoi1.]

To conclude, CA suggests which of the languages of the infor mant is 
pragmatically stronger. As is known also for other Finno-Ugric  minority 
languages, the use of the Russian numerals appears in similar pragmatic 
conditions. Possibly, these tendencies may even indicate that the CA 
of numerals is conventionalized or about to be conventionalized as a 
means of discourse. CA can be seen as discourse mixing and the con-
ventions of that may conventionalize in bilingual speech.
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6. Results and conclusion

This study has focused on code-copying and code alternation in the 
lexicon of Tver Karelian based on nine interviews conducted using the 
memory walk method. The interview data were classified as simple and 
complex lexical units and CA sequences. LUs were analysed according 
to their word class and to their distribution to the contact-related groups, 
i.e., original Karelian, nativized Russian and non-nativized Russian. The 
use of CA sequences that are either sentence- or phrase-like was ana-
lysed by the speakers.

Two statistical analyses were conducted, and the LUs and CA 
 sequences were analysed within the Code-Copying Framework. As a 
result, a strong positive correlation was detected between verbs and 
 Karelian LUs, nouns and nativized Russian LUs, prowords and  Karelian 
LUs, and particles and non-nativized Russian LUs. The reason for 
the correlations between these groups can be found by inspecting the 
 history of Karelian-Russian language contact. As Figure 7 illustrates, 
original Karelian lexical units are in use for nouns, adjectives and verbs 
of  concrete and basic meanings. This also applies to the lower,  simple 
numerals. In addition, prowords are original Karelian lexical units, 
with the exception of certain compound prowords developed via mixed 
 copying. Nativized Russian lexical units are very common among nouns 
and verbs, but their meanings are more complex and culture-specific: 
these conventionalized global copies reflect the fact that Karelian and 
Russian have had a long and intense contact. Russian has been the 
source for new innovations of culture, society, and inventions. Non-
nativized Russian LUs form a rather frequently occurring part of lexicon 
in speech, as many conventionalized particles are non-nativized Russian 
LUs. This in turn indicates that Karelian-Russian bilingualism is an old 
phenomenon as the Russian particle system has been adopted into the 
Karelian code. Furthermore, in the use of LUs, interspeaker variation 
did not occur.

In the use of the two types of CA, i.e., sentence- and phrase-like 
sequences, differences between speakers were found, as suggested by 
previous studies. However, on closer inspection, the frequency of these 
sequences was rather low and only two speakers differed from others: 
Miiksinä1 differed from everyone except Maksutiha1 and  Maksuatiha1 
differed from two other speakers. These two speakers  differed from 
 others as Miiksinä1 talked to a shopkeeper in Russian during the 
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 interview and Maksuatiha1 used Karelian very mindfully as she is aware 
of the linguistic issues concerning Karelian. The remaining speakers did 
not differ from each other, which indicates that there is very little inter-
speaker differences. The types of the CA are common for all speakers: 
the phrase-like use of high, complex expressions of numerals indicating, 
for example date and time, and the use of sentences that express meta 
speech. Phrase-like units expressing complex numerals may conven-
tionalize or have already conventionalized into the bilingual Tver Kare-
lian code as a means of discourse. Thus, in some cases, differentiating 
CA from CC might be difficult. Sentence-like units, on the other hand, 
reflect the nature of bilingualism: these meta speech sequences show 
that Russian is the pragmatically dominant code for many, if not all, 
speakers. CA is not a part of CCF that goes deep with details, rather, it 
is a helpful notion to explain the pragmatics of bilingual discourse and 
CA has been utilized in such a manner in this study as well. CA is also 
presented as a part of the lexical resources in Tver Karelian in Figure 7.

The goal of the study was to describe the contact-induced language 
change in the lexicon and the Tver Karelian variety in terms of the CCF. 
The framework is well compatible with the data because the data can 
be seen as bilingual and Tver Karelian appears as a high-copying code 
(Johanson 2002b). The term high-copying code has many advantages 
in the Karelian context as it suggests voluminous copying being typi-
cal for the code instead of more ideologically marked terms such as a 
mixed language. The term mixed may be deceptive because copying 
seems to have certain patterns, i.e., the bilingual resources seem to have 
common characteristics among speakers and using Russian resources 
during the discourse is not arbitrary. These theoretical findings indicate 
that Karelian-Russian bilingualism and the bilingual code itself seem to 
be conventionalized.

The study has illustrated the explanations of the CCF for sponta-
neous bilingual speech data of an endangered language variety. The 
strength of the framework is in accepting a constraintless perspective on 
contact-induced language change by combining the examination of bor-
rowing and code-switching as global copying. As Figure 7 illustrates, 
when it comes to the bilingual lexicon, these resources behave similarly: 
all shorter sequences of Russian origin are global copies that are accom-
modated into the syntax of the basic code and thus have become part 
of the code whether they are nativized or non-nativized. They  behave 
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Figure 7. The structure and resources of the lexicon of the Tver Karelian bi-
lingual code.
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similarly to Karelian lexical units. Defining Russian global copies  either 
nativized or non-nativized was used to discuss the degree conven-
tionalization of the lexical items: in Karelian bilingual data, Russian 
LUs may be  nativized or non-nativized despite of the degree of conven-
tionalization. This demonstrates the usefulness of the term global copy 
as it can be used of any copied item regardless of the diachronic aspect 
of the  copies. This, in turn, supports the fact that it is not possible to 
distinguish between borrowing and code-switching in traditional terms.

Sequences spoken in Russian during the discourse often have a cer-
tain function or they may indicate the fact that Russian is the stronger 
language for the speaker. In these cases, the sequences appear as  mixing 
of the discourse rather than the language, which supports the idea 
 presented in CCF. Concludingly, as is stated in other studies as well, 
it is not necessary or even possible to differentiate the two phenomena 
of borrowing and code-switching in the bilingual resources of the Tver 
Karelian lexicon. Thus, the CCF succeeds in explaining contact-induced 
language change from the point of view of lexicon. More studies are 
needed, however, to study the contact-induced language change from 
a grammatical perspective and to examine selective copying in general 
in Tver Karelian to describe the variety and its contacts to Russian in 
more detail.
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Kokkuvõte. Susanna Tavi: Karjala-vene kakskeelsuse mõju tveri karjala 
keele sõnavarale. Käesolevas uurimistöös uuritakse tverikarjala ja vene keele 
kontakte. See uuring püüab anda tervikliku ülevaate kakskeelse koodi sõna-
varast. Metoodika sisaldab kombinatsiooni statistilistest analüüsidest ja kontak-
tidest põhjustatud muutuste käsitlemisest koodikopeerimise raamistiku (Code-
Copying Framework = CCF) osas. Üheksa intervjuud üheksa inimesega viidi 
läbi mälukõnni meetodil. Leiti seoseid erinevate sõnaklasside ja kontakti dega 
seotuse vahel. Koodivahelduses leiti eri kõnelejate vahel vähe erinevusi ja 
üheks ühiseks jooneks oli keerukate arvsõnade kasutamine venekeelsete fraasi-
dena, ilma neid tverikarjala koodi sobitamata. Leiud kinnitavad, et koopiad on 
teatud liiki ja esinevad teatud sõnaklassides. Koodi vaheldumise jadad viitavad 
sellele, et CCF-i kohaselt on segatud eelkõige diskursus, ja mitte keel. CCF-i 
leiud avaldavad mõju vähemuskeelte poliitikale, kuna leiud toetavad kaks-
keelse terminoloogia kasutamist.

Märksõnad: koodikopeerimine, kakskeelsus, leksikon, kontaktist tingitud 
keele muutus, karjala keel, vene keel




